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A roundup of the latest Everyday News
from the world of
electronics

Survival of the toughest and avoiding a licence hangover – report by Barry Fox
the 1970s, all the major Japanese
Itoncompanies
built factories in Europe
make TVs, most in the UK because

English was the easiest language
for the Japanese management.
The motivation to build in Europe
was simple; the patents filed by
Telefunken on the PAL colour system
were used to block sale of all TV
sets unless they had been made in
Europe, and not just assembled from
kits of parts.

modules, European games discs for
Nintendo consoles, and induction
hobs, plus research into fuel cell
technology. Since 1998, the site has
become the European hub for Toughbook assembly from kits of parts
from Panasonic’s factories in Japan
and Taiwan. Cardiff now serves the
whole of Europe and Russia, configuring and customising Toughbooks to suit national and company

From TVs to Toughbooks
Almost all those factories
closed as the PAL patents
expired and the world went
digital. But one remains;
Panasonic’s site near Cardiff
in Wales, which opened in
1974. The factory has had to
re-invent itself many times to
stay viable, explained Kevin
Jones, MD Computer Products Solutions, Europe during a press open day held recently to mark the launch of
the Panasonic Toughbook FZT1 Android handheld. The Panasonic Toughbook FZ-T1 Android handheld
FZ-T1 is the latest in a line of
requirements. The factory also runs
ruggedised laptops, tablets and moa repair service, which collects dambiles that Panasonic began making in
aged Toughbooks by courier, mends
1995, and has now been assembling
them and ships them back to their
in Wales for twenty years.
owners, usually within a week. The
‘It’s very tough in business now,
workforce is now down to 418, but
and this site has survived because it
the work is labour-intensive so jobs
has changed’, said Kevin Jones in a
are reasonably secure.
part of the factory which once made
‘We are close to our customers’,
surface-mount circuit boards for CRT
says Kevin Jones, ‘so able to react
TVs, and is now Toughbook territory.
quickly. They tell us what bespoke
At its peak, the Cardiff factory
features they want and we use
employed 2500 workers on TV
3Dprinters here to show them what
manufacture. After TV production
the factory in Japan can make’.
ended in 2005, the factory retained
I was impressed by the clean efa team of engineers to liaise with
ficient layout, and noted clever
European broadcasters. Some of the
production tricks, like weighing
land was sold off for housing. The
finished packaged boxes to an acremaining space has been variously
curacy of 25 grams – to flag up anyused to make microwave ovens and
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thing, like a cable or stylus missing,
or anything inadvertently added to
the contents. The colour of the paperwork that travels with repairs is
changed daily so that anything that
has been waiting too long is immediately obvious. The new handheld
still uses a Micro USB port instead
of the newer USB-C design, which
can be inserted either way round.
‘We don’t use the kind of USB Micro sockets that cost 1 cent
off the shelf and are good for
1500 insertions and extractions’ Kevin Jones explains.
‘We need to guarantee 30,000
insertions and extractions
and are not yet confident that
USB-C can support this’.
Trade uncertainty
Asked how any new trade war
tariffs might affect the Cardiff
factory and what impact Brexit might have on the pan-European Toughbook operation,
Kevin Jones explained: ‘Under
World Trade rules computers travel globally duty free
without tariffs, so that is not
an issue. And we don’t supply the
US market so that is also not an issue; although the pound/dollar exchange rate is now affecting the cost
of Microsoft Windows licences. The
unknown for us is what may happen
at borders, and whether there could
be delays after Brexit. We just don’t
know what will happen.’

Alco-tronics

The electro-chemical technology
used by the police for roadside breath
testing has now spun down to affordable and deceptively easy-to-use DIY
electronics. I checked out the new
range of testers from Alcosense Laboratories, a British company based in
Maidenhead, Berkshire.
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Avoiding a licence hangover – continued
Hunter Abbott, AlcoSense’s managing director, admits he started the
company in 2005 ‘after a wakeup
call’. He had been with a friend to a
wedding, and they both responsibly
slept at a hotel before driving home
at noon the next day. Abbott’s friend
– who had been similarly ‘merry’ the
night before – was stopped by the
police for speeding, got breathalysed
and lost his licence for 12 months.
‘The problem’ he says, ‘is that there
is no way of telling when the alcohol has cleared your system, and because everyone’s different you can’t
even calculate it.’
DIY breathalyser range
AlcoSense now sells a range of testers, ranging from a twin pack of
single-use breathalysers for £2.99, to
£249.99 for a top-end device used by
professional drivers who cannot afford even the slightest risk of losing
their licence.
I tried the reusable AlcoSense Excel,
which costs just under £100 and is
based on a 64mm version of the same
platinum fuel cell sensor used by police breathalysers. The cell oxidises
the alcohol that comes from the user’s
breath to generate an electrical current, which represents the concentration of booze in the blood either as
‘blood alcohol concentration’ (BAC)
or milligrams per litre of breath.
What immediately impressed was
the work that has gone into making
a complex device easy to use, with
a detailed but clearly written user
manual offering practical advice and
setup options for different countries
with different drink-drive laws. The
sensor reading can be distorted by
recently eaten ripe fruit, or mouthwash, blowing too soon after drinking and even loud noise, which the
device mistakes for breath puffing.
The sensor can be wrecked by
blowing too soon after drinking

because there will be very high
levels of alcohol in the mouth. Legal drive limits vary even between
England and Scotland, so the device
needs resetting after a cross-border
trip; and the device should be recalibrated every year. All this explains
why the police take blood to test
after someone has failed a roadside
fuel cell breath test.
The best time to get a reliable electronic reading is the morning after
drinking – which fortunately is just
the time when there is the greatest
risk of falsely feeling safe to drive.
Further details available at: https://
alcosense.co.uk/products.html

AlcoSense Elite V2 Breathalyser, available
online for around £60

Intel’s smallest qubit

Intel’s tiny qubit chip (sat on a pencil rubber)

researchers are taking new
Ibyntel
steps toward quantum computers
testing a tiny new ‘spin qubit’ chip.

The new chip was created in Intel’s
D1D Fab in Oregon using the same
silicon manufacturing techniques
that the company has perfected for
creating traditional computer chips.
It is the tiniest quantum computing
chip Intel has made.
The new spin qubit chip runs at the
extremely low temperatures required
for quantum computing – near absolute zero (0K or –273oC).
The spin qubit chip does not contain
transistors – the on/off switches that
form the basis of today’s computing
devices – but qubits (short for ‘quantum bits’) that can hold a single electron. The behavior of that single electron, which can be in multiple spin
states simultaneously, offers vastly
greater computing power than today’s
transistors, and is the basis of quantum computing.
One feature of Intel’s tiny new spin
qubit chip is especially promising.
Its qubits are extraordinarily small
– about 50nm across (1,500 qubits
could fit across the diameter of a single human hair). This means the design for the new Intel spin qubit chip
could be dramatically scaled up. Future quantum computers will contain
thousands or even millions of qubits
— and will be vastly more powerful
than today’s fastest supercomputers.
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